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Fierce, Tender Love
‘Each of the builders wore his sword at his side as he worked.’ (Neh.4:18)
Fighting for wholeness is at once a personal and corporate battle. We help others refuse daily the
lure of familiar gods while we strategize to stop the advance of enemy armies. Like the rebuilders
of Jerusalem in Nehemiah’s time, we heal with one hand and lance demons with the other.
Poland understands this well. The most powerful Catholic nation in Europe, she refuses to bow the
knee to the LGBT+ juggernaut that has all but brought Western Europe to its knees. For example,
France is mounting a national bill that would criminalize helpers who accompany persons beyond
the rainbow curtain.
I just returned from Poland where we visited several Archbishops—gatekeepers of the Church who
welcomed us. Like all church leaders, they are aware of the abuses and scandals of hypocrisy in
their ranks. And they hold fast to how Jesus offers the better way to all who surrender to Him. They
will not tolerate sexual identities built on a fault-line, incapable of engendering life.
What they did not know was how Jesus is transforming sinners like you and me, persons painfully
aware of the wound but now immersed in the Mercy that has become our freedom, our wholeness,
the gift we offer others out of gratitude.
Yes, we concurred; we must resist false ideologies. But at the same time, we must heal our divided
members. We boldly proclaimed how this Church has become for us—and we for her—a community
of healing capable of routing foreign armies. Ours is her deep wellspring of mercy for good
Catholics harassed by idols and demons who seek chastity, not politicized ‘identities.’
We experienced the fierce and tender intercession of our Polish patrons—St. John Paul ll who ever
displays the beauty of man for woman, woman for man, and St. Faustina who insists on Jesus’
mercy conquering all counterfeits.
These Church warriors teared up as they heard our stories: we declared to them: ‘We are the
Church—members of Jesus—witnesses of wholeness and now healers poised to dig deep wells of
mercy in every diocese of this great land.’
We were heard; we were welcomed. ‘Make Your Church in Poland a beacon of healing for all of
Europe and beyond, Almighty King and Author of Mercy.’
‘I do not have time to tell about… [those] whose weaknesses were turned to strength; and who
became powerful in battle and routed foreign armies.’
(Heb. 11:32-34)
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Please take time to watch our video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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